Cardiac mechano-electric feedback and electrical restitution in humans.
Electrical restitution in the heart is the property whereby the action potential duration and conduction velocity of a beat of altered cycle length vary according to its immediacy to the preceding basic beat--the coupling interval, usually the diastolic interval. In general, action potential duration (APD) increases with increasing coupling interval, and the relation between action potential duration and the preceding diastolic interval describes the APD restitution curve. The latter has recently been the focus of considerable interest since the steepness of the initial part of the restitution curve plays an important role in electrical stability and arrhythmogenesis. Mechanical stretch has been shown to alter APD and hence refractoriness either through stretch activated channels or by influencing calcium cycling. Such an effect on refractoriness has been proposed as a mechanism of arrhythmogenesis particularly if spatially inhomogeneities manifest within the heart. Here, we review (1) the spatial and temporal characteristics of APD restitution in humans; (2) previously reported work showing that mechanical loading differentially effects APD of interpolated beats of altered cycle length, and hence alters the slope of the APD restitution curve; and (3) evidence that inhomogeneity of APD restitution slope may be an important factor in arrhythmogenesis.